Top Apps for Geography
Source: https://bitly.com/bundles/meesterkurt/7


ICT

- Powtoon allows you to create animated presentations and cartoon style videos by dragging and dropping – http://www.powtoon.com/

Pedagogy wheel and ICT

The Pedagogy Wheel by Allan Carrington is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Based on a work at http://tinyurl.com/bloomsblog


SAMR – Substitution ‘In the substitution zone, teachers or students are using technology tools to replace other tools, for instance, using Google Docs to replace Microsoft Word. The task (writing) is the same but the tools are different.’

Creating a paperless classroom with your ipad
Source: http://www.teachthought.com/technology/how-to-create-a-paperless-classroom-with-your-ipad/
# Using ICT in Geography

## How it Works

### Distribute, Submit, Collect, Grade, and Return

### 1. Distribute Assignment

Teacher places her lesson plan assignment in her shared Tech Assignment folder. She has shared this folder with students whom she specified.

Students login to Google Drive on their iPad, tap "Shared with me" and then choose the assignment they wish to view.

### 2. Students Submit Assignments

Apps such as iWork allow students to open Google Drive and upload their assignment.

Students can also go directly to the Google Drive App to create a new document, new spreadsheet, new folder, and upload photos or videos.

### 3. Teacher Creates a Class Folder with Subfolders (4th Grade, 5th Grade...)

Teacher then moves all shared student folders to the appropriate class subfolder.

In this example: Teacher has moved all the shared folders by 5th graders into her 5th Grade Tech subfolder.

### 4. Teacher Creates a Shared Folder to Share Materials with Students

In this example: Teacher has shared the Tech Assignments folder with her students. Folder permissions are set to allow students to view but not edit the documents.

---

*Images and diagrams illustrate the process described.*
Teacher Collects Assignments

Teacher logs into her Google Drive Acct. and views collection of students' submitted assignments.

Grading Assignments

Teachers can add grades to document header. Teachers can also insert comments by selecting desired text and using Insert > Comments in the menu bar.

Returning Assignments

Teacher returns assignments by adding the word “Graded” in front of the document’s title. Teacher may make and save a copy for herself.

Informational Resources:

Kathy Schrock
http://www.schrockguide.net/

Sam Galloway
Pad in Education for Dummies

Greg Kulowiec
http://rubewtech.blogspot.com/

Richard Wells
http://paed4schools.org
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